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Context and highlights
Cumberland Kindergarten is a full time stand alone kindergarten situated 6kms south of Adelaide in the Mitcham
Council area. The kindergarten is set in a quiet suburban street surrounded by houses, with many families living
within easy walking distance. The preschool is well maintained with a small but pleasant outdoor learning
environment, including a shaded verandah and interesting nature play areas. The centre has a maximum capacity
of 55 children overall, 33 in one group and 22 in the other. Children attend full days Group A Mon, Wed, Fri (3 hrs
odd weeks) Group B Tues, Thurs, Fri (3 hrs even weeks) for a maximum of 15 hours per week. There is a mixture of
socio economic and family structures of the families that access our centre.
2020 was a very challenging year for many, but particularly our centre. Our beloved ECW Tracy Eatts passed away
unexpectedly just before the beginning of Term 1. Tracy has been such an integral part of our kindy for the last 15
years and has impacted the lives of so many children and families during that time. She cared for the children and
families who walked through our doors, often supporting parents with challenges their child’s behaviours. Tracy
loved animals and shared this passion with the children. Tracy loved engaging with the children over lunchtimes
and participating in some interesting chat topics. She would often share these discussions with the team, especially
the particularly funny ones! When staff would bump into past kindy families in the community they would often ask
after Tracy and ask us to pass on their kind regards. She will be missed greatly.
Cumberland Kindergarten experienced some staffing changes this year. Melissa Slater continued in the role of
Director at 0.8, Maria Carbone back filled Mel one day a week as Director and worked as 0.6 teacher. Kate Pickford
worked in a 0.6 role and Jessica Heathfield returned as teacher in 0.3 capacity. There were 2 ECWs, Natalie
Thomas and Victoria Swallowe. Tiina Fontaine joined us late in the year as a Preschool Support Worker.
Covid-19 presented many challenges, including varied attendance, cancelled excursions, changes to our program,
increased cleaning and extra vigilance around health and hygiene, cancelled face to face meetings and professional
development, social distancing and other restrictions. However, we were also able to look at the silver linings
including children developing greater resilience, independence and overall confidence. The highlights of 2020
included excursions to Kuitpo Forest, Oaklands Wetlands, & the Hahndorf Farm Barn. We also held a Colour Run,
which we hope will become an annual event.

Governing council report
Well, what a ‘Roller Coaster’ year we have had for 2020. A pandemic that none of us saw coming and the early
departure of one of Cumberland Kindergarten’s most treasured staff members and the fabric of our Kindy, Tracy,
rocked us all to the core. Keep an eye out when you are Kindy next, a new outdoor area will be evolving to
celebrate Tracy and her most wonderful contribution she has made to our children’s lives.
First of all, on behalf of the Governing Council and all of the parents from 2020 I would like to thank all of the Staff
for their ability to provide a COVID-19 kindy experience for our kids that they all thoroughly enjoyed. I have spoken
to a number of parents, some first time kindy families and others who are old hats, and there has been nothing but
positive sentiments towards the effort the staff have produced this year and demonstrated true leadership in
education in trying times. I would like to thank all of the Governing Council members for giving up your time
throughout the year to provide support to the education staff and continue moving our kindy forward for future
generations. A massive thank you also needs to be given to all the parents who have volunteered throughout the
year to assist with excursions, collecting and returning animals, fundraising, and anything else I am forgetting, none
of you have gone unnoticed and your contribution is always welcome. So, what did the Governing Council do in
2020, we made sure that Kindy was in no worse place than we started and hopefully in a better place ultimately
when we finished. The Kindy will go through some aesthetic changes in the next 12 months, with outdoor work to
continue to evolve and create new wonderful areas to explore and play for years to come, and the flooring inside
the kindergarten will also be getting an upgrade, these are some of items that we discuss and decide upon on
behalf of all our kindy families, future and present. We have updated and developed new policies to assist with the
management and safety of kindy and keep an eye on the finances, and played an integral role of assisting Mel and
all the staff with the nitty gritty of keeping Cumberland Kindergarten running. I think that’s enough from me now and
this will be end of the third time I have been involved with Governing Council at Cumberland Kindergarten and I
have thoroughly enjoyed the experience. I recommend any of you future families to give it go, it’s a good couple of
hours away from the kids and the partner where you can enjoy a chat and celebrate kindy while providing a vital
role. Onwards and upwards for 2021 and we wish all future families all the best and I'm sure you'll love kindy as
much as we do.
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Improvement planning - review and evaluate
Goal: Improve children's literacy and numeracy skills with a focus on 'Representing their World'
Challenge of practice: If we as educators utilise agreed processes to intentionally support children to represent their
world then we will improve their literacy and numeracy skills
Action: Educators to determine what 'Representing their World' looks like
- Through staff meeting discussions, pupil free days and personal readings we reached common agreements about
what we see when children are representing their world. We discovered it is much broader than we initially
considered and included writing, drawing, dancing, singing, playdough, building with construction sets, making with
boxes and recyclable materials, photography, etc. There was also discussion about the what we choose to display
of children's work and how this is done.
Action: Develop the agreed processes for intentionally supporting children to represent their world and critically
reflect on them and their implementation
- We worked with our Early Childhood Leader to do a Documentation audit, exploring all the documentation, it's
purpose and audience. This resulted in some changes to our processes and the documents used. We changed our
Statement of Learning and instead provide families with a mid year Learning Journey document which is more
closely tied to children's initial Individual Learning Plan. This enables us to maintain a closer focus and reflect upon
on the children's development of their stated learning goals.
Action: Program for processes to occur with an initial focus on fine motor skills and risk taking and support those
identified as needing it
- We became more deliberate in our actions around explicitly planning for specific learning areas or skill
development and monitoring all children's growth in these areas by recording their participation, eg. focus on name
writing or cutting activity. This information was then used to further support children's development in these areas
through focussed small group or individual work.
Action: Documenting children's learning using the Literacy and Numeracy Indicators and sharing with families
- We began sharing children's learning with families through 'Snapshots of Learning' stories linking with the Literacy
and Numeracy Indicators. This is an area we will continue to expand upon in 2021.

Enrolment
Enrolment by Term
Year

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2017

65

66

64

63

2018

48

50

49

49

2019

54

54

52

52

2020

54

N/A

52

52

NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry.
Data Source: Preschool Data Collection, Data Reporting and Analytics directorate.
Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Enrolment comment
At the start of this year our enrolments were just below capacity of 55. Our numbers then decreased slightly during the
year with one family returning to Canada due to Covid-19 and another impacted by the introduction of the
immunisation requirements.
Cumberland Kindergarten continues to have a positive reputation amongst the wider community and it be a centre of
choice. We had many families on our waiting list from outside our local catchment area who we were unable to offer a
place.
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Attendance
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

2017 centre

93.4%

92.6%

92.1%

89.5%

2018 centre

93.5%

92.7%

91.2%

86.5%

2019 centre

92.8%

90.2%

91.1%

95.0%

2020 centre

96.3%

N/A

82.4%

92.3%

2017 state

90.5%

88.2%

85.9%

87.2%

2018 state

90.7%

88.3%

87.0%

87.2%

2019 state

90.3%

87.4%

85.8%

86.4%

2020 state

89.3%

82.0%

84.8%

85.9%

Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the
department's Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations based on deemed attendance to actual
attendance using booked hours divided by attended hours.
*Note: Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Attendance comment
In Term 1 the attendance figures reached the highest in 4 years at 96.3% which is well above the state average. The
data was unavailable for Term 2, likely due to Covid-19. In Term 3 attendances dipped to 82.4% which was the lowest
in 4 years but only just below the state figure. There are still a number of children who do not access their full
entitlement of 15 hours of preschool under Universal Access, eg. don't attend their extra session per fortnight. Parent
reasons for this include children being in child care for full days, or some days are family days spent with grandparents
or other extended family members. Other parent explanations for general non attendance include tiredness, illness or
family reasons (including taking holidays outside of term breaks), lack of reliable family transport and inclement
weather for walking their children to preschool.

Destination schools
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name)

2017

2018

2019

2020

723 - Colonel Light Gardens Primary School

6.0%

16.0%

17.7%

17.3%

127 - Edwardstown Primary School

48.0%

38.0%

47.1%

50.0%

475 - Westbourne Park Primary School

29.0%

34.0%

19.6%

23.1%

NOTE: The data is collected in Term 3. It does not reflect actual schools enrolled in by exiting preschool children. Only
schools that are a destination for 3% or more of students are shown.
Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Term 3 2020 collection.

Destination schools comment
The number of schools which children transitioned to this year was significantly reduced to what it normally is.
Edwardstown Primary had the greatest number of enrolments at 50%, and Westbourne Park Primary received 23.1%
of enrolments which was slightly up on the year before. Colonel Light Gardens received 17.3% of enrolments which
was a similar figure as the previous year.
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Client opinion summary
Mid-term 3 2020, The Preschool Parent Survey was distributed to 53 families of which 33 responses were returned.
The feedback was very positive in all 4 areas of the survey.
Most families who responded to the survey, answered with “agree or strongly agree” to each question, with only a few
responses answered in the “neutral” column. The "neutral" answers were provided in regards to parents being
informed about their child's learning, educators providing help and support to children in need, and parental
involvement. These same areas appear as issues in the parent survey year after year, even though we work hard to
address them and try to find new and innovative ways to engage with parents and inform them. These results were
recorded despite information from observations shared during parent interviews, and ILP's developed with parents to
set goals and identify ways to support needs. Staff also have spontaneous conversations with parents, follow up email
queries. Parent opinions and having a say in preschool decisions are welcomed through being on Governing Council,
and being invited to come into preschool to share their skills and talents or assist on excursions. In the aftermath of
Covid-19 and parents no longer permitted onsite we will have to introduce new ways to ensure families feel informed
and involved.
Parent written comments were very positive in all 4 areas. Some of these comments were:
‘This has been the best year of my son’s life, and he has grown so confident. I attribute this to the learning
environment and teaching staff at the preschool’.
‘Our preschool has done an amazing job especially with the Covid-19 issues. They have kept in touch the entire time’.
‘Overall thank you for providing a fantastic early childhood education to our two daughters. We are looking forward to
our son experiencing the same love of learning’.
‘Thank you for creating a welcoming space for my child to grow and explore’.
‘Thanks to all the staff that do their best to bring out the best in our kids’.
‘Great teaching, great facilities. Nature play is a large focus, which

Relevant history screening
All Educators, work experience students, cleaners etc are required to have a current Working With Children Check
(WWCC) from DHS. Copies of certificates are kept on file for staff to access. WWCC are checked for expiry dates.
Parents who joined the Governing Council undertook online training in Responding to Abuse & Neglect (RAN).

Financial statement
Funding Source
Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth
Parent Contributions
Other
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Amount
$436,828
$0
$36,220
$7,992
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2020 Preschool annual report: Improved outcomes funding
Improved outcomes category
(where applicable to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2020 funding was used to improve the relevant department's standard of educational
achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these
outcomes:

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy

For staff to build knowledge/understanding of formative assessment, pedagogical documentation in
literacy & numeracy through attendance at pupil free days. Covid-19 limited our ability to participate in
other face-to-face professional development such as the Continuity of Learning Project. This will
recommence in 2021.

Educators have made progress in their
understanding of formative assessment and
documentation

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Improved ECD and parenting outcomes
(children's centres only)

Inclusive Education Support Program

During 2020, 5 children were referred to Support Services. These children accessed Preschool Support in Children were able to have support to work
2020 for significant speech difficulties and 2 with global developmental delay. These children were
on individual goals and to help them engage
monitored by the DECD Speech Pathologist who supplied a preschool and family home program.
more deeply in the curriculum.

Funding was used to employ 2 bilingual workers who supported children in using their home language
and developing their English language skills
Improved outcomes for non-English speaking
children who received bilingual support

* The department's standard of educational achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

Children were able to have support to work
on individual goals and to help them engage
more deeply in the curriculum.

